1. **GREEN COURT OUTSIDE MUSIC ROOMS**
   - Install small green fencing to inside of agapanthus flower bed (already have fencing wire from previous working bee)
   - Replace dead rosemary plants & trim existing to bush out (plants grown from cuttings)
   - Add more ground cover purple heart under rosemary (plants grown from cuttings)
   - Other side of fence (along bubblers) – weed & mulch using mulch from bag in car park.
   - Ensure gardens are well watered and treat with Saesol

2. **MAIN ISLAND GARDEN BED**
   - Ensure existing plants are well watered and treat with Seasol
   - Measure and quote for synthetic grass (area to be prepared and grass installed by outside contractor)
   - Before grass is installed – following to be completed during working bee –
     - Build smaller planter box in corner
     - Extend the drainage channel (water capture beyond the planter box), cover existing drainage.
     - Fill smaller planter box with new soil
     - Plant buxus around border and centre with bird of paradise?? (Buxus for this area have already been purchased from previous workbees. Seeking donation for divisions of bird of paradise – miniature/dwarf variety preferred).
   - Mulch, water and treat with Seasol
   - May need edging for synthetic grass?? Will need to discuss with contractor

3. **LARGE GARDEN**
   Divide into 4 sections – using 150-120 mm x 50 timber edging.
**Section 1**: Low buxus hedge around camphor laurel, dig down about 400mm x 400 wide around edging to accommodate hedge and fill with good soil, plant hedges. Infill with nodes of tricolour jasmine (nodes need about 300mm x 300mm cube with good soil). Most likely a jackhammer will be needed to remove compacted soil. Note all plants to be purchased.

Looking at some sort of wall/cube/prism shape made out of sleepers to accommodate plagues with names of major contributors + working bee parents???

**Section 2**: Existing picnic tables will be taken out of the ground by Emerson. In the meantime, parent workbee to clean, sand and apply varnish oil to ALL picnic tables in vicinity (as per instructions from Emerson) to rejuvenate jarrah. Supplies from Emerson.

Section off area with timber edging to accommodate 5 reworked picnic tables. Tables to be installed by Emerson, taking into account that another contractor will be preparing area and laying crushed granite.

**Section 3** – (around camphor laurel) prepare and complete as per section 1 – does not include contributions column.

**Section 4** – (directly opposite hall) purchase and install (by Emerson) U shaped bench seating with no back (same material as picnic tables) and contractor to fill in with crushed granite.

**OR** have this area concreted to allow for more flow out of hall? With only 1 bench seat along section 3 facing the hall installed in concrete?

4. **TABLES IN ASHPELT**
   As identified in Item 3. section 2 above – clean, sand and varnish existing tables. These are easily removed (screwed in) and configured in a more uniform manner fitting a few more in this space. New fixtures from Emerson. If budget allows/- Along the U shape spaces consider social hub benches.

5. **OTHER PLANTER BOXES (Installed by the DoE)**
   - Presuming soil has already been added by school
   - Plant cliveas (as donated by parents)
   - Mulch, water and seasol.

6. **LONG IRREGULAR GARDEN BED**
   - Include social hubs using U-shaped bench seat configuration
   - Crushed granite under seating
   - Surround with planting, using same plants as other sections – buxus, cliveas, tricolour jasmine, bird of paradise for consistency
   - Decision to be made re: where to put crushed granite pathway to provide access.
   - More thoughts needed here (to be completed in working bee 3/4)

7. **FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS**
   - Continue the vision of the outdoor theatre/small assembly area, by reconfiguring the aluminium seating in the grassed area (behind the outdoor theatre). Emerson to remove ALL existing aluminium bench seats in the area and re-installing some in a theatre type configuration in front of ‘stage’. May need to purchase others at different heights. Note – this is not included in 2014 budget.
   - Other areas for discussion – irrigation, maintenance